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While a student at GSC, he 
was a member of the 
Student Veterans 
Association (SVA) and 
served as the vice president 
of the organization. In 2013, 
Tim received his Bachelor of 
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#FoundationFriday 

Through the #FoundationFriday initiative, the GSC Foundation aims to recognize different 
departments throughout campus to show appreciation for their hard work. 

This week, we celebrate the GSC Office of Academic Affairs and the diligent work that they 
do to ensure the academic success of Glenville State Collegeôs students, faculty, and 
programs. 

The Office of Academic Affairs includes Dr. Gary Morris, Dr. Mari Clements, Dr. Jeff Hunter, 
Tim Henline 'XX, Patty Snyder, Rachel (Marks) Adams '04, Ashley (Reed) Nicholas '12, and 
Leisa (Carpenter) Dean '02. 

 

  

 

  



  

 

 

Keep in touch with us so 
we can keep in touch with 
you! 

Have you moved recently? Married? Gotten 
a new email address? Received a promotion 
or taken a new career path? Assed a new 
bundle of joy to your family? Celebrated a 
milestone anniversary? Been honored with 
an award or accolade? 

We want to know what is happening with our 
GSC alumni and their families. 

Click here to submit your update. 
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Ronald "Scott" ô97 and Christian McKinney ï



Regina (Gomez) Thomas ô14 ï $50 for the Pioneer Fund 

Peter and Linda (Seckman) ô69 White ï $50 for the Pioneer Fund 

Woodrow "Woody" ô76 and Mary (Nugen) ô75 Wilson ï $50 for the GSC Alumni Student 
Hardship Fund 

Wade ô72 and Linda (Fox) ô73 Coffindaffer ï $40 for the GSC Alumni Student Hardship Fund 

Paul ô58 and Thelda (Strader) ô59 Hughes ï $40 for the GSC Alumni Student Hardship Fund 

Sarah "Beth" Jordan ô84 ï $30 for the Pioneer Fund 

Jacob Masters ô15 ï $30 for the Pioneer Fund 

Robin (Vanhorn) Norman ô86 ï $30 for the Pioneer Fund 

Judith "Judy" (Davisson) Leggett ô78 ï $25 for the Pioneer Fund 

Jeanetta Mick ô84 ï $25 for the Pioneer Fund 

Dr. Marilyn "Susie" (Strickling) Rogers ô68 ï $25 for the Pioneer Fund 

Janet Haines ô15 ï $20.15 for the Pioneer Fund 

Marteney Jacobs ô13 ï $20.13 for the Pioneer Fund 

Thomas ô13 and Kimberly (Wilson) ô14 Jude ï $20.13 for the Pioneer Fund 

Erietta Webb ô13 ï $20.13 for the Pioneer Fund 

Shelley (McCullough) Walker ô12 ï $20.12 for the Pioneer Fund 

Mitchell Hicks ô09 ï $20.08 for the Pioneer Fund 

John Bell ô73 ï $20 for the Pioneer Fund 

John and Carol (Davis) ó64 Chisler ï $20 for the Pioneer Fund 

William Dearth ï $20 for the GSC Alumni Student Hardship Fund 

George Dudding ô73 ï $20 for the Pioneer Fund 

Ashley Linkinoggor ô09 ï $20 for the GSC Alumni Student Hardship Fund 

Amanda (Linkinogger) Strickland ô96 ï $20 for the GSC Alumni Student Hardship Fund 



Ronald and Marilyn (Sutton) ô88 Taylor ï $20 for the GSC Alumni Student Hardship Fund 

Richard and Tammy (Collins) ô87 Webb ï $19.87 for the Pioneer Fund 

Phillip and Karen (Fish) ô71 Gibson ï $15 for the Pioneer Fund 

Brenda Hickman ó64 ï $15 for the Pioneer Fund 

Roxane McAtee ô12 ï $10 for the Pioneer Fund 
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